
TITLE APPLICATION IT2

The following federation Polish Chess Federation hereby applies for the title of: 
Grandmaster (minimum level 2500)            International Master (2400) 
Woman Grandmaster (2300)             Woman International Master (2200)              
To be awarded to:     
family name: Goluch         first name: Piotr
FIDE ID Number: 1137840 date of birth: 1992-09-28 place of birth: Lubin (POL)
date necessary rating 
gained: 2019-08-01

level of highest rating: 
2418

Titles can be awarded conditional on reaching the required rating at a later date 
(see Title Regulations 1.50c for the procedure to be followed in this case).
Herewith certificates (IT1s) and cross-tables for the following norms

1. name of event: XXXII Miedzynarodowy 
Turniej Szachowy im. T.Gniota

Location: Police (Poland)

Dates: 2017-07-05 / 2017-07-13 tournament system: Swiss
average rating of opponents: 2375 total number of games played: 9
points required: 5,5 points scored: 5,5
number of games to be counted: (if 
not all)(after dropping games): points required:
number from host federation: 3 number not from own federation: 6
number of opponents: total titled: 2 GMs; 6
IMs; - FMs; - WGMs; - WIMs; - WFMs

2. name of event: Championship of Odessa 
region 2019 - final 

Location: Odessa (Ukraine)

Dates: 2019-06-15 / 2019-06-25 tournament system: Swiss
average rating of opponents: 2414 total number of games played: 11
points required: 6 points scored: 6
number of games to be counted: (if 
(after dropping games): points required:
number from host federation: 7 number not from own federation: 4
number of opponents: total titled: 4 GMs; 3
IMs; 2 FMs; - WGMs; - WIMs; - WFMs

3. name of event: Najdorf Chess Festival gr. 
A  

Location: Warszawa (Poland)

Dates: 2019-07-06  / 2019-07-14 tournament system: Swiss
average rating of opponents: 2435 total number of games played: 9
points required: 5 points scored: 5,5
number of games to be counted: (if 
not all)(after dropping games): points required:
number from host federation: 4 number not from own federation: 5
number of opponents: total titled: 6 GMs; - 
IMs; - FMs; - WGMs; 1 WIMs; - WFMs

rated
Attach another form IT2 if there are more supporting norms.



total number of games 29 (minimum 27) special comments 
                                                    

name of Federation 
official: FA Ryszard 
Królikowski

date: 2019-08-02
Warszawa

Signature: 

Polski Związek Szachowy Warszawa, 2019-08-02

00-514 Warszawa, ul. Marszałkowska 84/92

Fédération Polonaise des Echesc

Telefon : (048) 228414192

Fax/tel : (048) 228419460

email : biuro@pzszach.pl

http:www.pzszach.pl 

From : Polish Chess Federation

Rating Officer

Ryszard Królikowski

r.krolikowski@pzszach.pl

ryszard.solver@gmail.com 

FIDE Qualification Commission

The Polish Chess Federation acting in accordance with International Title Regulations concludes 

the granting of the following International Title:            

  - International Master             Mr. Goluch, Piotr
FIDE ID Number -  1137840
Date of birth – 1992-09-28
by Reg. B.01 0.31 (IM)
Handbook FIDE – B.01/2017
Rating: August 01, 2019 = 2418

Documentation - The Title Aplications enclosed

Sincerely yours,

Ryszard Królikowski


